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MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN PROGRESS REPORT  

 
DATE:   June 16, 2017 
 
TO:  Jim Gray, Mayor 
 
CC:  Sally Hamilton, Chief Administrative Office 
  Glenn Brown, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer 
  Aldona Valicenti, Chief Information Officer 
  Ronnie Bastin, Commissioner of Public Safety   

 Pat Dugger, Director of DEM 
  Charlie Lanter, Director of Grants and Special Programs 
  Phyllis Cooper, Director of Accounting 

Susan Straub, Communications Director 
  Urban County Council 
  Internal Audit Board 
 
FROM: Bruce Sahli, CIA, CFE, Director of Internal Audit 
  Teressa Gipson, CFE, Internal Auditor 
 
RE: Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Program (CSEPP) 

MAPPR 
 
 
Background 

On October 13, 2016, the Office of Internal Audit issued the Chemical Stockpile 
Emergency Preparedness Program (CSEPP) Audit Report.  The 2016 report 
contained several findings related to CSEPP grant funds forfeited and improvements 
needed regarding procurement and grant reimbursement.   
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This review is provided for management information only.  It is not an audit and no 
opinion is given regarding controls or procedures.  The period of review included 
CSEPP expenditures from July 1, 2016 through April 30, 2017.     

A summary of the findings from the original audit report and a summary of the results 
of our follow-up are provided in the table below.  The original findings, 
management’s original responses, and details of the results of this follow-up are 
contained in the ORIGINAL AUDIT RESULTS AND FOLLOW-UP DETAILS 
section of this report.     

 
Finding   Summary of Original 

Finding 
Follow-Up Results 

Finding 1 
High 
Priority 

CSEPP Grant Funds 
Forfeited 

CSEPP 2013 grant will close on 
September 30, 2017.  DEM plans to 
spend about half of the remaining 
funds before then.  Reasons for the 
remaining grant funds to be 
unspent appear legitimate and not 
related to issues identified in the 
prior audit.  This finding has been 
resolved.   

Finding 2 
High 
Priority 
 
 

Improvements Needed 
Regarding Procurement 
and Grant 
Reimbursement 

Testing indicated that invoices are 
being processed by DEM in a 
timely manner.  Testing indicated 
that invoices are being submitted to 
the state for reimbursement in a 
timely manner.  There was no 
indication of unapproved movement 
of expenditures between grants.  
This finding has been resolved. 
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ORIGINAL AUDIT RESULTS AND FOLLOW-UP DETAILS 

Original Finding #1:  CSEPP Grant Funds Forfeited    
Priority Rating: High 
 
Condition:  
DEM has a contract with the Kentucky Division of Emergency Management to carry 
out the functions of the CSEPP program within Fayette County.  DEM compiles a 
Request for Funding CNB Report on an annual basis which provides an explanation 
for the proposed use of funds in benchmark categories.  These benchmark categories 
are submitted to the state and FEMA for funding approval for an allotted 
performance period.      We determined that LFUCG had forfeited a total of $131,857 
in CSEPP grant funds pertaining to CSEPP 2012.  We were informed by Grants & 
Special Projects that the time required for expenditure processing and reimbursement 
may have prevented the use of all grant funds, and DEM informed us that grant rules 
changed regarding how BOC costs were paid along with the disallowance of using 
multiple grant years to split projects.  We determined that extensions on performance 
periods may be granted for non-recurring grant costs at the discretion of the state and 
FEMA; however, some unreimbursed funds were for recurring expenditures.   
 
The Division of Grants and Special Programs processes reimbursement invoices and 
manages grant finances in PeopleSoft.  The Grants Manager has access to the state’s 
computer system and the CSEPP Manager at DEM has access to PeopleSoft.  It 
therefore appears that Grants and DEM have the necessary information to coordinate 
effectively on the processing of grant payments.  However, discussions with Grants 
personnel conducted during audit fieldwork indicated a need for improved 
communication between the Division of Grants & Special Projects and DEM 
regarding this process.   
 
Effect:  
When federal grant funds are not used during their performance period, CSEPP 
goods and/or services may have to be funded with local tax dollars or otherwise not 
be incurred.  
 
Recommendation:  
We recommend that DEM work consistently with Grants and Special Programs to 
identify all benchmark categories with available funding and ensure that performance 
periods are extended in advance of any grant expiration dates where the extension 
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option still exists.  We also recommend that coordination and cooperation between 
Grants and DEM be increased to ensure all available grant funds are maximized. 
   
Director of DEM Response: 
One overall general comment is that the priority ranking should be reconsidered and 
changed to LOW for all of the findings. 
 
I feel it is important to provide some background of the funding process prior to the 
response to this specific issue.  All jurisdictions in the CSEPP program make budget 
projections 3-4 years in advance. These projections become the budget dollars you are 
given to prepare a budget within going into the next budget year. Even though the 
federal fiscal year begins Oct 1st, the budget may or not be approved for months after 
the year begins, this is a congressional approval.  The money flows for the DOA to 
FEMA headquarters to FEMA Region IV to KYEM to LFUCG; each having its own 
timeline and approval process. The last several years the money was not available to 
be spent until our system opened back up at the beginning of July.  Not knowing if 
this process will take many months or longer, a budget is submitted for one year of 
reoccurring expenses.  During my tenure of receiving the CSEPP grant, (since its 
inception in 1988), the guidance, federal law and polices have changed many times 
even within a single grant year.  
 
2012 was an unusual year. Grant guidance policy was changed in that it was no longer 
allowable to use two grant years to fund a single project. The plan had been to fund 
part of our new alert and notification system with 2012 dollars.  At the time of the 
purchase we were told that this was no longer allowable and it was past the deadline 
to reallocate the funding in this benchmark to another project.  
 
DEM does not forfeit funds and works very hard within all the financial system to 
utilize grant funds to the maximum.   
 
Commissioner of Public Safety Response: 
In both findings of this audit, communications between DEM and the Division of 
Grants and Special Programs was highlighted as an area for improvement. My office 
will coordinate meetings between both as needed until the communications process 
has been refined and functions appropriately. This should enhance communications 
and optimize qualified expenditure of allotted funds, procurement processes, and 
timely processing of invoices.   
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Director of Grants & Special Programs Response: 
The Division of Grants and Special Program’s Financial Coordinator has read-only 
access to the state’s system—SharePoint.  Expiration dates of the various benchmarks 
are displayed/updated in SharePoint as they are approved by the state agency and the 
Region IV office.  Upon notification by CSEPP Manager that performance periods 
for project benchmarks have been extended, the Division of Grants and Special 
Programs staff updates the project end dates in PeopleSoft.  Access to PeopleSoft 
functions is controlled by LFUCG’s Division of Enterprise Solutions.  If DEM staff 
needs access to additional PeopleSoft functions, they can make this request for access 
to DES; however, information on grant balances and encumbrances should be readily 
available to DEM staff. 
 
The Grants Manager of DG&SP regularly attends the regional CSEPP meetings so 
that she can effectively coordinate grant management activities with DEM staff.   
 
Regarding CSEPP 2012 funds that were foregone, our file indicates that DEM 
personnel made efforts to request extended performance periods and to request 
approval of movement of funds from one benchmark to another from the state 
agency who then evaluates the request and then sends forward for federal agency 
consideration and approval/disapproval.  The start date for CSEPP_2012 was 
October 1, 2011; however, notification of funds available for expenditure did not 
come to LFUCG until March 2012 (these awards are typically made by the state 
agency six months into the performance period) with an end date of September 30, 
2013.  This late award notification decreases the time to expend 24 months of planned 
recurring operating expenditures into a period of 18 months or less.  Only during the 
initial 24-month period can funds be reallocated from one benchmark to another and 
extended performance periods for projects be requested.  Of the identified “forfeited” 
funds on the attachment, the largest amount is $69,910 for the alert notification 
system.  FEMA Region IV had determined in March 2014 (well after Sept 30, 2013) 
that we could not pay for the A/N system (Everbridge) with funding from two 
different years; therefore, this project was paid for entirely from CSEPP_2013.  It was 
too late to request reallocation of funds from this benchmark for CSEPP_2012. 
 
CAO Response: 
The CAO’s office supports the recommendations that have been outlined in this 
section of the audit report. Our office will work with the Commissioner of Public 
Safety’s Office to ensure coordination between the two divisions to make sure all 
available grant funds are expended to the maximum need.  
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Follow-Up Detail Results: 
We noted that the CSEPP 2013 grant will be closing on September 30, 2017.  
We obtained a spreadsheet detailing the remaining balance for the CSEPP 
2013 grant by benchmarks from the CSEPP Coordinator.  DEM indicated their 
plans to spend approximately half of the remaining funds before the grant 
close date on September 30, 2017.  This would leave a remaining balance 
between all benchmarks combined of $100,857.  The CSEPP Coordinator 
indicated that at least one project was fully completed without the need to use 
the remaining balance in the benchmark and monies were not reallocated 
because there were no eligible CSEPP projects to fund.  All unspent CSEPP 
monies will be returned to the state at the end of the grant period. 
 
This finding has been resolved.  No management response required. 
 
 
Original Finding #2: Improvements Needed Regarding Procurement and 
Grant Reimbursement  
Priority Rating: High  
 
Condition:  
To receive grant funding from the Commonwealth of Kentucky, LFUCG must 
process and make payment to vendors for all expenditures prior to obtaining 
reimbursement through the state.  DEM initiates the procurement of goods and 
services through the process as outlined in the LFUCG Purchasing Manual.  After 
payment has been submitted to vendors, Grants and Special Programs compiles the 
reimbursement invoice (master invoice 1801) that is ultimately submitted to the State 
by DEM for reimbursement of those expenditures.  We noted the following issues 
related to this process:   

• We evaluated the length of time it took DEM to submit invoices to the State after 
payments were made to the vendor.  We noted that there were five months in our 
test period where grant reimbursement requests were submitted to the State more 
than 30 days after the accounting period end.   

• There were four expenditures from the CSEPP 2012 grant that were moved 
between other grants.  The expenditures were initially approved by CSEPP under 
benchmark code 471 in CSEPP 2012 and moved to CSEPP 2013 under 
benchmark code 455 (the State reimbursed these expenditures even though they 
indicated through an e-mail that they did not approve them).  
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• We noted some issues with timely processing of invoices.  It appears that DEM 
receives some invoices directly and these may not be immediately forwarded to 
Accounts Payable for processing.  As a result, there were two vendor invoices 
processed from 5 to 18 days late during FY 2013, seven vendor invoices processed 
from 5 to 87 days late during FY 2014, 18 vendor invoices processed from 3 to 149 
days late during FY 2015, and three vendor invoices processed from 6 to 129 days 
late during FY 2016.  We also noted one expenditure item (Mackie Pro FX22 audio 
mixer) appeared to be incorrectly coded as Office Supplies instead of Equipment 
Under $5,000. 

 
Effect:  
Delays in processing invoices ultimately increase the amount of time needed to 
request reimbursement for approved grant expenditures.  These delays do not allow 
LFUCG to maximize grant funding.  Not processing invoices immediately upon 
receipt of goods or services does not allow LFUCG to meet our Accounts Payable 
obligations of Net 30. 
 
Recommendation:  
We recommend that DEM personnel submit all invoices to Accounts Payable 
immediately upon receipt, and encourage vendors to submit invoices directly to 
Accounts Payable.  We also recommend that in the event that goods or services have 
been partially received or rendered, a partial invoice should be requested from the 
vendor so LFUCG can maintain their obligation of submitting payment within 30 days 
of receipt. According to the Director of Purchasing, the Requisition can request partial 
payment options, and the related purchase order can be set up for partial payment 
processing.  We further recommend that Grants & Special Programs continue to 
coordinate their efforts with DEM to submit reimbursements to the State no later than 
30 days after the accounting period end, but preferably within 15 days to expedite 
reimbursement from the state.   
 
Director of DEM Response: 
Background of the 1801 review process. I will not discuss the process that Grants 
have, that I will leave up to Irene. Both the CSEPP Manager and the Administrative 
Manager review the 1801 for correctness after it is received by Grants, then the review 
is done by myself. After I complete the review it goes back to the government center 
to be signed by the Commisioner of Finance. If Tammy or I are out of the office for 
training or on vacation then the review of the 1801 sits; unfortunately there is no one 
else that can do these reviews.  The expectation that the claim be assembled and 
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reviewed by Grants and Accounting, sent to DEM and be reviewed by 3 persons and 
signed, sent back to the  government center, be signed by CF (Commissioner of 
Finance), be sent back to DEM and upload to KYEM within 15 days is an unrealistic 
expectation.   We will continue to make the processing of claims a priority and will 
expedite them in a way that can be done. 
 
Some vendors are willing to submit a partial invoice and some are not, this may 
continue to be an issue.  Advertisements that run over a month or several months are 
not processed as received until the last advertisement has run. Many times the vendor 
invoices at the beginning, but does not anticipate payment until the last add has run.   
 
Commissioner of Public Safety Response: 
In both findings of this audit, communications between DEM and the Division of 
Grants and Special Programs was highlighted as an area for improvement. My office 
will coordinate meetings between both as needed until the communications process 
has been refined and functions appropriately. This should enhance communications 
and optimize qualified expenditure of allotted funds, procurement processes, and 
timely processing of invoices.   
 
Director of Grants & Special Programs Response: 
The Division of Grants and Special Programs makes every effort to complete the 
reimbursement request within 15 days after the accounting period.  Compilation of a 
request for reimbursement includes invoices for services and copies of cancelled 
checks, time sheets, and time and earnings report to reflect salaries paid and benefits 
supported.  After DG&SP completes the request for reimbursement, it goes to DEM, 
where it is reviewed and signed off on by the CSEPP Manager, the Director of 
Emergency Management, and the Commissioner of Finance and then uploaded into 
SharePoint for state agency review and approval.  DG&SP would like to be able to 
upload these requests for reimbursement directly into SharePoint in order to ensure 
timely submission; however it recognizes that the Director of Emergency 
Management and the Commissioner of Finance would still have to sign off on the 
request for reimbursement.  
 
CAO Response: 
The CAO’s office supports the recommendations made in this section of the audit. 
Our office will work with the Commissioner of Public Safety’s office to develop a 
more systematic plan for the invoicing of goods/services upon receipt, and to 
maintain our obligation of submitting payments to vendors within 30 days. 
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Follow-Up Detail Results: 
We performed testwork of all monthly invoices submitted to the state for 
reimbursement.  Nearly all invoices were submitted to the state within the 
recommended 30 days after month-end.  A few were submitted two or three 
days past the 30 day period, which is considered inconsequential.     
 
We asked Kentucky Emergency Management personnel coordinating the 
CSEPP grant if they were aware of any unapproved expenditures being moved 
between grants.  Kentucky Emergency Management personnel stated there 
had been no movement of grant funding that was not approved by the state.  
Inquiries with Division of Grants personnel supported this assessment from 
Kentucky Emergency Management.     
 
We performed testwork to determine the timely processing of invoices.  We 
identified only two instances of invoices being processed late, which is 
considered inconsequential.  It appears that one invoice was sent to DEM’s 
old address and was not received in time to process before the due date.  The 
other invoice was held and not paid until issues were resolved between the 
vendor and their subcontractors. 
 
This finding has been resolved.  No management response required. 
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